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 This week, librarians at USU are cel-‐
ebrating a trend which is changing the 
way scientists and researchers spread 
their f indings.
 Open Access Week, which started on 
Monday, was planned to help research-‐
ers and the public understand the 
ways electronic publishing is changing 
scholarly journals, according to Andrew 
Wesolek, scholarly communication 
librarian at the Merrill-‐Cazier Library.
 Wesolek said the highlight of the week 
will be an address by John Bollen of 
Indiana University  nd Roger 
Schonfeld of Ithaka S and R on Tuesday 
at 4 p.m. in the library. Wesolek said 
the concept of open access encompasses 
more than research articles, but for 
Open Access week, the events focus on 
scholarly publications because it’s one of 
the most problematic areas.
 Traditionally, scholarly journals 
have collected, reviewed and published 
research f indings. Those journals have 
been the method through which profes-‐
sors and researchers share their work. 
Published articles can help a researcher 
f ind a job or secure grants to pay for 
future research.
 “This worked just f ine for 350 years, 
but with the rise of the Internet and 
digital publication and all that electron-‐
ic dissemination of knowledge, we can 
start moving beyond those journals,” 
Wesolek said.
 Wesolek said over the past four 
decades, the cost of scholarly journals 
has increased multiple times, and the 
rate of inf lation and libraries can afford 
to subscribe to fewer journals.
 “Even the most well-‐endowed librar-‐
ies in the world simply can’t afford to 
purchase all of the journals,” he said. 
“They’re just too expensive.”
 He said open access helps researchers 
worldwide by making the f indings of 
other scientists available.
 “They now have access to all of the 
information, rather than just what their 
libraries can afford,” Wesolek said.
 Wesolek said open access is espe-‐
cially relevant in the developing world. 
Harvard, which has one of the largest 
research libraries in the world, sub-‐
scribes to 98,000 scholarly journals. By 
contrast, the most well-‐endowed univer-‐
sity in India can afford 10,000 journals.
 Jan Sojka, the head of the physics 
department, said he’s had positive 
 Students, staff and fac-‐
ulty may be rewarded for 
using different forms of 
transportation to get to 
campus during USU’s f irst 
Alternative Transportation 
Week, Oct. 24-‐31. 
 When students or fac-‐
ulty arrive on campus by 
bus, foot, bike or carpool, 
they will be able to check 
in at Aggie Blue Bikes 
using their A-‐number or 
student ID card. A com-‐
puter will randomly pick 
daily winners. 
 Prizes were donated 
from different organiza-‐
tions on campus. They 
include tickets to the Banff 
Film Festival, a car bike 
rack and block meal plans. 
 Stephanie Tomlin, Aggie 
Blue Bikes program coor-‐
dinator, said the event 
was set up to help USU 
students, faculty and staff 
realize there are other 
options available for get-‐
ting to campus besides 
driving.
 “We understand that 
it is not reasonable for 
everyone to ride their bike 
every day, so that’s kind 
of why we opened it up as 
Alternative Transportation 
and not just ‘bike to work’ 
week,” Tomlin said. “The 
Student Sustainability 
Office works a lot with sus-‐
tainable initiatives on cam-‐
pus, and we do a lot with 
cycling on campus. It was 
kind of a natural f it for us 
to team up and conquer.” 
 The event is a week long, 
and Tomlin hopes the 
week will get students in 
the habit of thinking about 
sustainable transporta-‐
tion. 
 “The idea is obvi-‐
ously long-‐term changes,” 
Tomlin said. “Sometimes 
 The Caine College of Arts is 
considering implementing dif-‐
ferential tuition beginning Fall 
2013. 
 Associate Dean Chris Terry 
said the college may add new 
programs with the extra tuition. 
Film, dance and commercial 
music majors are among those 
being considered. 
 If the college decides to go 
forward with plans, the change 
would be implemented in 
phases over three years, Dean 
Craig Jessop said to students 
at a town hall meeting last 
Wednesday.
 Jessop said the money could 
help pay for a new arts building 
on the corner of 1200 N. 800 
East, as well as expansion to the 
current Fine Arts Building.
 Unlike other majors that 
charge differential tuition, 
implementing the fee could do 
away with student and course 
fees in the arts school. Jessop 
said this would mean students 
would no longer have to pay for 
practice rooms or equipment.
 Jessop said the initial cost 
would be $15 per credit for 
Caine College of Arts courses. 
He told students the cost is a 
fraction of what business stu-‐
dents pay for their credits.
 “Next year, students would 
see an elimination of fees,” 
Jessop said.
 A concern among art stu-‐
dents voiced in the town hall 
meeting was how the funds 
would be divided among the 
programs.
 Terry said a board of students 
and faculty would be created 
to help decide what the first 
priorities are when it comes to 
distributing the money. Terry 
told students there would be 
representatives from every pro-‐
gram in the college.
 “There will be one or two 
students from each emphasis — 
perhaps a professor, maybe the 
department head,” Terry said. 
 Although nothing has been 
officially decided, the admin-‐
istration is advocating for the 
change. Terry told students 
this will provide a foundation 
for the arts school to become 
renowned.
 “If I could sit down with any 
student for ten minutes, I con-‐
vince them that this is a change 
that they should be 100 percent 
behind,” he said.
 The three-‐year-‐old Caine 
College is modeling the fee 
structure after the Jon M. 
Huntsman School of Business’s 
differential tuition plan. This 
year, students in upper-‐division 
business classes paid $67 per 
credit on top of their regular 
tuition.
 “The Business College has 
charged differential tuition 
since 2006, and it has proven 
to be very successful,” said 
Huntsman Business School 
Dean Kenneth Snider in a pre-‐
sentation given to the Business 
Council last Tuesday.
 Snider said differential 
tuition was implemented to 
help the business school with 
increasing costs of faculty and 
declining support from the 
state. 
 Snider said the additional 
tuition has helped the Business 
School hire ten new faculty 
members from other nationally-‐
recognized business schools. 
They have been able to create 
new master’s degree programs, 
a internship office and an a 
entrepreneur advising office 
with the extra funding. 
 Snider said if differential 
tuition adds value to the school, 
then people will come.
  He said new internal infra-‐
structure of administration and 
faculty in the Business College 
has increased enrollment. He 
said none of those changes 
would have been possible if it 
had not been for differential 
tuition. 
 Jessop wants to make similar 
changes in the Arts College. 
 “I am hoping I can appeal to 
your sense of long-‐term vision 
and your commitment to your 
school in building a school of 
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experiences with open access, but he’s 
concerned the push for open information 
might make unreliable research f indings 
available. In his role as president of the 
Space Physics and Aeronomy section of 
the American Geophysical Union, Sojka 
said he’s had an inside view of the journal 
review process.
 “In our journals, there is a failure rate,” 
Sojka said. “If the reviewers don’t like 
your article and can make the argument 
scientif ically, ‘Here’s what’s wrong with 
it,’ the editor will agree with the reviewer 
and it doesn’t get published.”
 Sojka said he agrees with the ideology 
behind open access, however. As publish-‐
ing costs rise, it’s more diff icult for small 
scholarly societies to publish journals, 
and open access repositories can help — 
as long as peer-‐review practices aren’t 
abandoned and researchers can tell how 
credible an article is.
 USU is one of many universities that 
have started gathering research articles 
to put in their online open-‐access reposi-‐
tories, Wesolek said. Wesolek oversees 
USU’s Digital Commons, which now 
contains more than 1.1 million full-‐text 
articles as well as other materials such 
as conference presentations and books 
published by the University Press. The 
Digital Commons started four years ago, 
but about 700,000 articles were added to 
the repository in the last year alone.
 “The goal of that initiative is to 
capture, preserve and promote all the 
research that’s conducted here at USU,” 
he said.
 Earlier this year, USU adopted a 
policy designed to increase the size of 
the Digital Commons. When a researcher 
writes a scholarly article, it will be added 
to the Digital Commons unless otherwise 
specif ied, Wesolek said. When the article 
is submitted to a journal, under the 
policy the researcher should ask to retain 
publishing rights so the article can be 
used in the Digital Commons.
 The policy was designed to cause as 
little inconvenience to researchers as 
possible while helping them to maintain 
access to their own work, according to 
Becky Thoms, a copyright librarian at 
USU.
 Thoms said often, an author will forfeit 
the right to publish or distribute their 
own work without fully realizing it, so 
they can’t legally email an article to a 
friend or print it off for a class. If the 
article is in the Digital Commons, how-‐
ever, researchers have ready access to it.
 The policy has an automatic exclusion 
clause, so if a journal doesn’t agree to let 
USU have the copyright necessary to add 
the article to the Digital Commons, the 
author can still publish the article in the 
journal.
 “The idea is to make the author feel 
like they’re not standing on their own 
when they’re trying to negotiate with the 
publisher,” Thoms said.
 Thoms said although users can read 
materials in the Digital Commons free of 
charge, the material isn’t public domain. 
USU and the authors retain the copyright 
of scholarly articles, the material isn’t 
available for users to copy or redistribute, 
she said.
 As part of Open Access Week, 
Thoms will give a presentation entitled 
“Understanding Your Rights” on 4 p.m. 
Wednesday in the library. She said the 
presentation will be useful for professors 
and faculty as well as students who write 
and co-‐write scholarly articles.
– steve.kent@aggiemail.usu.edu
people just get wrapped up in 
how they commute. They just 
get in this mindset of ‘OK, 
this is how I get to school,’ or 
‘This is how I do this.’ They 
don’t really consider some 
of the options, even though 
they might be viable for their 
lifestyle. The prizes are kind 
of that incentive to make the 
change.”
 Kristin Ladd, a Student 
Sustainability office intern, 
said air quality in Cache Valley 
is a big reason for the event.
 “So we want to really draw 
attention to how we can use 
alternative transportation, 
especially in the winter,” she 
said. “I think that’s when 
people just start to drive their 
cars. We wanted to show that 
you can use buses, carpooling, 
or if you are really ambitious 
or live close to campus you can 
walk or bike.”
 Tomlin said she hopes the 
week helps students realize 
there are alternatives to driv-‐
ing. 
Students who live on campus 
will still be able to participate 
in the event by using alterna-‐
tive transportation when they 
leave campus and return. 
 “It’s for students, faculty and 
staff. Anyone on campus can 
participate,” said Tomlin. “The 
idea was to have them look at 
some of their own transporta-‐
tion habits and see if there are 
ways to make adjustments to 
them when possible. We’re not 
telling anyone they shouldn’t 
drive, we’re just asking people 
to see if there are ways they 
can include something like car-‐
pooling once or twice a week 
or maybe ride the bus once a 
week.” 
– rmhenline@gmail.com
 While most insects are dor-‐
mant for the cold season this 
time of year, the research bees 
on USU campus will become 
active again within the next few 
weeks.
 Hundreds of queen bumble-‐
bees are being stored in boxes 
in a refrigerated cooler on the 
north side of campus.
 “We’re doing two proj-‐
ects,” said James Strange, 
United States Department of 
Agriculture research entomolo-‐
gist. “One is to look at wintering 
these bumblebees for commer-‐
cial uses. If you can keep all 
these queens in a refrigerator 
situation over the winter, you 
can then take them out and start 
a nest with them.”
 “It’s just like a walk-‐in cooler 
that they’d have in a restaurant 
or any other lab,” said Cory 
Stanley, USU Extension bee 
specialist. She said each species 
of bee has a different require-‐
ment for wintering temperature, 
but that the cooler is set at four 
degrees celsius. 
 Strange said one of the issues 
in commercial production is 
having the ability to store bees 
when they don’t need them and 
bring them out when they do.
 ”The trick then is to learn to 
control the amount of time that 
they’re sort of under,” Strange 
said.
 Strange said the regulated 
cold temperatures in the cooler 
forces the insects into hiber-‐
nation, allowing researchers 
to store them and have them 
ready when needed for research. 
Commercial sellers also keep 
bees this way to time the dor-‐
mancy and be able to meet mar-‐
kets.
 “We’ll bring those out of their 
hibernation probably within the 
next few weeks and get them 
going artif icially in the green-‐
house,” Strange said. “We’ll have 
nests of bumblebees over the 
winter when they would nor-‐
mally be dormant in nature.”
 Strange said the simulated 
winter can be conducted during 
any season even summer. In the 
life cycle of most bees, there’s an 
obligatory winter period where a 
season of dormancy is necessary 
for the bees to fully develop.
 The queen bumblebees are 
stored while dormant, then acti-‐
vated in a greenhouse. A colony 
is started by taking the queen 
out of winter hibernation and 
giving her a nest box in the lab. 
 Strange said it takes a couple 
months for the queen to get the 
colony up and running to where 
it becomes an economically 
viable pollinating unit. During 
this process, the bees can’t f ly 
outside in the cold or they would 
die.
 “That means all the food has 
to come from us,” Strange said. 
 The lab researchers collect 
pollen over summer to use as 
food for the bumblebees in the 
lab during the winter. Strange 
said it’s a labor intensive process 
and big commercial companies 
pay quite a bit for employees to 
do the job. 
 “It takes a fair amount of 
work,” Strange said.  
 Strange said the second proj-‐
ect underway is something new 
this year.
 “Unlike honey bees that live 
in a hive and during the winter, 
bumblebees don’t have a hive,” 
Strange said. 
 The queen bumblebees leave 
the nest and burrow in a little 
soil pocket, or hibernaculum, 
where they spend the winter 
remaining relatively dormant. 
It is nearly impossible to locate 
these queens once they are 
under the soil and snow.
 “We have an outdoor arena 
that’s screened in where we’re 
doing some experiments looking 
at more natural situations and 
trying to understand how deep 
they go,” Strange said.
 The queen bumblebees are 
brought into the screened area, 
where the tent is removed after 
hibernation and before the f irst 
snowfall. The bees spend the 
winter underground until the 
screen is placed over the area 
once more to contain the bees 
when they emerge in the spring, 
usually during April.
 Strange said it’s the f ifth year 
of keeping bees in the lab over 
the winter.
 “We’ve began to learn more 
and more how to do it, and as 
we go our success increases,” 
Strange said.
 This is the f irst year the 
screenhouse experiment will be 
conducted.
 “We just set that up this sum-‐
mer,” Strange said. “In fact, this 
will be the f irst year we’ve had 
any bees in there. We didn’t 
have a lot of bees to put out at 
the end of the season because we 
wanted most of them for in the 
lab.”
 Stanley said there are more 
than 900 species of bees native 
to Utah, and at least 10 species 
of bumblebees.
 According to the BBC, bum-‐
blebees are the primary pollina-‐
tors of crops grown in green-‐
houses, as well as other crops 
and wildf lowers. There is a large 
market for bumblebees and mil-‐
lions of dollars of bees are sold 
each year. They are particularly 
effective with tomatoes, as their 
buzz frequency releases large 
pollen loads.
 “The reason we can have 
tomatoes in the winter now is 
because we have bumblebees in 
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STUDENTS WHO BIKE, walk or take the bus to campus can swipe their student ID cards at Agie Blue 
Bikes for a chance to win prizes during Alternative Transportation week. CURTIS RIPPLINGER photo illustration
 On Oct. 27, students from 
the College of Engineering will 
sit down to take one of the most 
important tests of their college 
careers, the Fundamentals of 
Engineering exam.
  According to the National 
Council of Examiners for 
Engineering and Surveying, the 
exam is an eight hour test designed 
for students who are close to fin-‐
ishing an undergraduate engineer-‐
ing degree.
  USU is one of  a handful of engi-‐
neering schools requiring a pass-‐
ing score on the exam for gradua-‐
tion.
  “The FE exam is the first step to 
becoming a professional engineer,” 
said Dean Adams, associate dean 
of the College of Engineering. “By 
requiring the exam for graduation, 
students take it more seriously.” 
 The exam is 120 multiple-‐
choice questions and is separated 
into two parts. Adams said every 
student takes the same morning 
exam nationwide. The exam covers 
everything from mathematics and 
engineering mechanics to econom-‐
ics and ethics.
  Adams said the afternoon sec-‐
tion is specific to each discipline. 
Students in majors that do not fall 
into a specific discipline offered 
may choose take the general after-‐
noon exam.
  Adams said the College of 
Engineering has a phenomenal 
pass rate for the exam. Students 
in the mechanical engineering 
program had a 100 percent pass 
rate last spring compared to the 
national average of 78 percent. 
Other engineering disciplines at 
USU all have pass rates above the 
national averages.
 After passing the exam and 
graduating, students must work as 
a junior engineer for a designated 
number of years and pass the 
Professional Engineering Exam 
to become a licensed engineer. 
Adams said the number of work-‐
ing years depends on the state. 
  In Utah, this timeframe is 
four years according to the Utah 
Division of Occupational and 
Professional Licensing. 
    Jason Hall, a junior majoring in 
mechanical engineering, said the 
exam is a good measure of success 
in school. He said if students can 
pass the test, they were taught well 
in school and have learned the 
material beyond just well enough 
to pass the class.
  Blake Tucker, a junior majoring 
in mechanical engineering, said 
the department’s requirement 
encourages students to take the 
exam and to take it seriously. He 
said if students were not required 
to take the exam to graduate, they 
would not put forth the effort to do 
well and pass or may not even take 
it at all.
  Sydney Bone, a junior majoring 
in biological engineering, said the 
exam material won’t be applicable 
to her career.
 “It’s understandable for mechan-‐
ical and civil engineers, but bio-‐
logical engineers likely won’t use 
most of the material covered on the 
exam in the workforce,” she said.
  Bone said students in her disci-‐
pline are at a disadvantage because 
they aren’t required to take courses 
in some of the topics on the exam 
such as strength of materials, engi-‐
neering economics and advanced 
dynamics.
 Corey Child, a senior majoring 
in civil engineering, said he wished 
the exam was offered in the sum-‐
mer when school isn’t in session.
  “We could worry about it in the 
summer and worry about school 
during school when we are too 
busy doing homework,” he said.
  The Utah State section of the 
American Society of Mechanical 
Engineers has been sponsoring 
review sessions to help students 
prepare for the test for the last 25 
years.
 Kevin Irick, the ASME presi-‐
dent, said the review sessions this 
semester assisted more than 35 
students and involved seven pro-‐
fessors.
 Irick said the review sessions are 
meant to relieve concerns about 
the exam.
  “They are an opportunity to 
revisit material that was already 
learned, ask questions and recall 
principles to apply them on the 
spot,” he said.
  Irick said the review sessions 
help students relieve some of the 
stress they feel about the exam.
  “Students see many others who 
are preparing for the exam and feel 
more confident knowing they are 
not alone,” he said.
– ashlyn.tucker@aggiemail.usu.edu
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 The Utah State University 
Ceramics Guild will hold its annual 
Chili Bowl Sale Wednesday, Oct. 24, 
at the patio of the Taggart Student 
Center from 9-‐4 p.m.
  Each purchase comes with a 
bowl of chili, donated by USU Food 
Services. Patrons will have the 
opportunity to browse a large selec-‐
tion of bowls and meet the artists. 
Prices start at $8, with both cash 
and checks accepted.
  Funds raised by the sale are used 
to promote education of the ceramic 
arts through the financial support 
of the USU Ceramics Guild. Funds 
raised in previous guild initiatives 
have been used to purchase stu-‐
dio equipment, host guest artists 
and send students to the annual 
National Council on Education for 
the Ceramic Arts conference.
  “The chili bowl sale is an excellent 
opportunity to support the ceram-‐
ics program at USU,” said Jonathan 
Christensen, Ceramics Guild presi-‐
dent. “It is a great chance to meet 
the artists and find out about their 
work. They also appreciate the 
opportunity to leave the studio and 
connect with the community.”
  The Department of Art and 
Design in the Caine College of the 
Arts affords its students an excellent 
environment for developing visual 
arts competency and serves as a 
regional center, providing cultural 
experiences for the university and 
the surrounding communities.
 USU graduate Paul T. Moxley, 
an attorney with the law firm of 
Parsons Kinghorn Harris of Salt 
Lake City, has been nominated to 
the American Bar Association’s 
Board of Governors.
  Moxley graduated from USU in 
1970 with a bachelor’s degree in 
political science. During his Aggie 
years he was a 1967-‐68 member of 
the track team. He is a graduate of 
the University of Kansas School of 
Law School. 
  Extremely active in the profes-‐
sional arena, Moxley is a former 
president of the Utah State Bar, 
president of the National Conference 
of Bar Presidents and was selected 
by the Utah State Bar for 2009 as the 
Outstanding Lawyer of the Year. He 
is a member of the Alta town coun-‐
cil.
  His law practice focuses on com-‐
plex civil litigation and white collar 
crime.
Alum named to 
Governors Board
CampusNews
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Engineering students prepare for eight-‐hour test
BY ASHLYN TUCKER
staff writer
TWO STUDENTS STUDY IN the engineering building. This month, seniors in engineering will 
take an 8-hour graduation test. SAMANTHA BEHL photo illustration
Friends of library 
host fall lecture
 Friends of the Merrill-‐Cazier 
Library, a support group for 
University Libraries at Utah State 
University, will present its fall lec-‐
ture on Thursday, Oct. 25. 
 Featured speakers are Edwin 
Stafford and Cathy Hartman, mar-‐
keting professors and directors for 
the Center for the Market Diffusion 
of Renewable Energy and Clean 
Technology at the Jon M. Huntsman 
School of Business at USU. The 
lecture begins at 7 p.m. in Merrill-‐
Cazier Library, Room 101. The lec-‐
ture is free and all are invited.
 For their presentation, Stafford 
and Hartman will screen the docu-‐
mentary “Wind Uprising,” then 
provide updates on current issues 
facing wind energy on the national, 
regional and local levels, including 
Cache Valley and USU.
 Friends of Merrill-‐Cazier Library 
is a community-‐based support 
group that promotes awareness of 
the library’s resources, facilities and 
personnel. Its mission is to enrich 
library resources and sponsor out-‐
reach activities throughout the year, 
including fall and spring lectures.
USU Eastern starts construction on new housing
 The recent dedication of USU Eastern’s 
Blanding Campus administration building 
was done with the rumbling of heavy equip-‐
ment in the air. Excavation is already under-‐
way for new and much-‐needed housing on the 
600-‐student campus.
  Front-‐end loaders are carving out a site 
that will eventually room up to 74 students 
and more than double housing capacity on 
the 150-‐acre campus of Utah State University-‐
College of Eastern Utah.  Plans are to start 
moving students in by spring of 2013. And 
it can’t come soon enough, said Kol Conway,  
housing and food services director.
  “For us, this is huge,” he said. “We are a 
destination campus serving the needs of stu-‐
dents throughout the Four Corners area.”
  The campus has experienced a housing 
overflow for the past four years. Early on it 
began to reach out to local motel owners to 
house students in their rooms.
  “We knew then that our housing shortage 
was a problem that was not going to go away,” 
Conway said. “That’s when we started seri-‐
ously discussing our options. Of course, it’s a 
good problem to have. It means we are grow-‐
ing.”
  Garth Wilson, campus vice chancellor, 
knows a little about growing pains. He was 
part of the campus early in the 70s when it 
was the College of Eastern Utah and they had 
only trailers for classrooms.
  He knew then as he does now that the 
students are out there and willing to come to 
Blanding for college if they can find a suitable 
place to stay. It’s a “if you build it, they will 
come” philosophy that is bolstered by grate-‐
ful parents who live far away on the reserva-‐
tion. Many of them prefer to have their chsil-‐
dren live on campus in a safe and supportive 
environment, Wilson said.
  USU Eastern uniquely draws some 65 
percent of its student body from the nearby 
Navajo Reservation.
  “We have reached our capacity,” Wilson 
said. “Parents want their children to be able 
to live on campus, and we want them to be 
able to as well. There is tremendous value, 
particularly with freshmen students, having a 
positive campus life experience.”
    Wilson said the campus has exceptional 
facilities and resources. Students who are able 
to live on campus stand the most to benefit 
from those offerings.  And word has gotten 
out as the waiting list continues to grow.
  “We know the demand is there for even 
more housing,” he said. “We are confident 
that we will fill these dorms and that when 
we build more of them, even more students 
will come.”
  Conway said the merger with Utah State 
University two years ago helped to pave the 
way for this new construction.
  “Before we were helpless to figure out a 
way to find funding,” he said. “Utah State 
University stepped up and helped us to make 
this happen.”
  The new dorms will be paid for through 
student housing fees. What that charge will 
be is still under consideration. The current 
cost for housing in the traditional style dor-‐
mitory rooms is $1,150 per semester.
  The 17,200-‐square-‐foot building will break 
from tradition and consist, instead, of suites, 
common areas and kitchenettes. Housing 
units will either contain three or four bed-‐
room units with two students per bedroom. 
Private room suites will also be available, 
Conway said.
  Ultimately, what it means to students is 
comfort, convenience and the opportunity to 
be more deeply involved in campus life and 
activities.
  “They are right here on campus,” he said. 
“They can walk in stocking feet to the caf-‐
eteria to get their food and then walk across 
the street — hopefully in shoes — to attend 
class. We think it helps them to be better, 
more focused students.”
  Wilson said the college takes campus hous-‐
ing very seriously because of the opportuni-‐
ties it provides for students to interact more. 
Involvement and participation are pivotal to 
student success. It is one of the reasons he 
believes USU Eastern has been ranked in the 
top 3 nationally for its student graduation 
and transfer rates: connections are forged, 
BY USU MEDIA RELATIONS
USU EASTERN’S NEW CAMPUS HOUSING building will house 74 students. Construction on the building began this month. 
Photo courtesy of Media Relations
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 A betta fish can be the most exotic 
pet a college student has time to 
care for. Kimmi Kraus, a sophomore 
majoring in wildlife science, is raising 
her 10-‐month-‐old wolfdog Damu, 
and the pair can be seen almost daily 
on Utah State’s campus. 
 Damu is high content wolfdog. 
Content refers to the amount of wolf 
heritage in an animal. High contents 
range from 85 percent to 98 percent. 
Kraus estimates Damu’s percentage 
to be around 85 percent to 90 per-‐
cent wolf. When fully grown, he is 
expected to be roughly 130 pounds, 
with a shoulder height of about 32 to 
33 inches at the shoulders.
 Kraus typically takes Damu to 
campus for several hours each day, 
and said she often gets caught up 
with people near the Quad. She said 
these walks serve both to educate 
people and dispel myths about wolves 
and wolfdogs, as well as to help 
Damu get exposure to a variety of 
settings and build socialization skills. 
Kraus said these visits with students 
can also serve as a means of stress 
relief for students.
 “It  takes your mindset out of 
the stress of classes, and you get to 
interact with an animal that will help 
lower your blood pressure and just 
make you feel a little bit normal aside 
from the whole crazy classes and tests 
and midterms,” she said. “It is just 
nice to take a break while you’re run-‐
ning through campus.”
 Damu is an ambassador animal, 
which Kraus described as an animal 
used for education and public aware-‐
ness. The two of them have done both 
formal and informal educational pre-‐
sentations in an effort to eliminate 
myths and misconceptions regarding 
the purity of wolfdogs, as well as a 
belief that wolfdogs are from the wild 
and possess vicious tendencies.
 “Lots of people have stereotypes 
and perceived ideas,” she said. 
“People fear what they don’t know.”
 In spite of his large and wolf-‐like 
appearance, Damu actually has a very 
agreeable temperament.
 “He’s actually a really sweet guy,” 
said O’Neal Bunderson, a freshman 
majoring in wildlife science. “He’s 
very submissive. A lot of people don’t 
know what to do with him because 
he’s so big. He’s a really fun dog to be 
around. He’s just happy.”
 According to Kraus, Damu’s father 
was a British Columbian black phase 
bred with a malamute. She said two 
of Damu’s brothers were used in the 
Chronicles of Narnia series.
 Damu eats three to four pounds of 
meat per day. Kimmi provides him 
with a diet of raw meat and bones 
and many different types of fruits 
and vegetables. Kraus said the raw 
diet helps to clean Damu’s teeth, 
reduce stool and lessen shedding. 
 “A wolf’s bite pressure is a little 
under 1500 pounds per square inch,” 
said Kraus. “Imagine a wolf just 
crunching through the femur of an 
elk or a deer. They have an intense 
bite pressure.  The bone is actually 
pretty good for them because it has 
all the vitamins and they love the 
marrow. Having that bone is so piv-‐
otal — you can’t just give them bone-‐
less meat. They need to have all that 
natural nutrition.”
 Kraus is no stranger to exotic ani-‐
mals, having worked with them since 
the age of twelve. She has experience 
with horses, tigers and grizzlies. She 
KIMMI KRAUS IS RAISING A HIGH content wolfdog named Damu. Kraus, a sophomore majoring in wildlife science, runs and occasion-
ally sleeps with Damu. SAMANTHA BEHL photo
See WOLFDOG, Page 7





 During the week of Oct. 21, Venerable Sonam Karushar 
and Khenpo-‐la, Buddhist monks from Tibet, accompa-‐
nied by Dr. Hun Lye, professor of East Asian studies from 
Davidson College, will be creating and destroying a sacred 
sand mandala in the Taggart Student Center.
 Khenpo-‐la, a resident of Pittsburg, became a monk at 
40 years old and has been a part of the construction and 
destruction of mandalas numerous times. He has mostly 
created them with Sonam Karushar. 
 Karushar lives in Boston, and 1979 had to make a choice 
between marriage and becoming a monk. He decided to 
become a monk. 
 The mandala Sonam and Khenpo-‐la are creating this 
week is a compassion mandala. 
  “We bring compassion,” said Khenpo-‐la. “Compassion 
deity is our inspiration.” 
 Karushar said Utah State will produce many world lead-‐
ers, and they seek world peace and harmony. This focus on 
peace and harmony is reflected in the mandala being con-‐
structed representing compassion.
 “The construction of this sand mandala is a part of expe-‐
riential learning,” said Dr. Wijitha Bandara.
 He said students usually read about the ritual, and the 
mandala is a great opportunity for students to learn about 
one of the many religious art forms in Asia.
 Pete Wosnik, a senior majoring in history and religious 
studies, said he was especially impressed with the beginning 
of the event.
 “It was a very neat event,” he said. “They did some reli-‐
gious rituals with some chanting, some bells and a drum. It 
was really interesting to watch.” 
 Bandara said this whole project will enlighten students 
on an ancient yet still thriving sacred form of Buddhist art 
in East Asia and will enrich the partial knowledge students 
have concerning this ritual.
 Dr. Hun Lye said the sand mandalas represent sacred cos-‐
mologies, divine energies and spiritual principles. 
 “Mandalas can be created in many ways — painted, 
sculpted, visualized, and more recently, digitally,” Lye said.
 “The mandala is an ancient Tibetan art form depicted 
with colorfully dyed, delicate sand arranged on a surface 
with painstakingly calculated geometric patterns and archi-‐
and Khenpo-la will destroy a sacred sand mandala in the 
Taggart Student Center during the week of Oct. 21. MICKELLE YEATES photo
APRIL ASHLAND
senior features writer 
 It's said that a dog is a man's 
best friend, but for Lewis 
Burdette and Sachin Pavithran, 
the role of dogs went much fur-‐
ther. Burdette and Pavithran are 
both visually impaired and have 
received assistance from seeing-‐
eye dogs. 
 Pavithran is the assistive tech-‐
nology specialist for the Center 
for Persons with Disabilities, 
and said he retired his dog 
Barstow in June, after having 
him for nine and a half years. 
 Pavithran said he talked to 
many other visually impaired 
and blind people before decid-‐
ing to get his dog. He said he 
met a girl who had a seeing-‐eye 
dog and thought having one might be a way to gain more independence. 
 "When I was in school, it was fine because I had people around me, 
but when I started working, I had to travel and get around on my own," 
Pavithran said. 
 Burdette is a junior majoring in exercise science and said he decided to 
get a seeing-‐eye dog because his sister had one, and he realized how help-‐
ful her dog was in maintaining mobility on campus and around town. 
 "I called Guide Dogs, a place in Oregon, and asked them how to go 
about applying, and they sent me the forms," Burdette said. "So I filled 
them out, sent them in, and began the process to receive my own dog." 
 The process requires both online and paper forms. Applicants send in 
their name, address, information about their visual disabilities, training 
received, how the individual crosses the street, destinations regularly 
traveled to and more. 
 The next step is to meet with a consultant to discuss specific needs. 
According to the Guide Dogs website, the consultant discusses motiva-‐
tion and support for getting a guide dog, lifestyle and travel practices 
and the applicant's health. Then, after more forms, a home visit and 
finally, if accepted into the program, the applicant gets to visit one of the 
campuses to receive a dog.
 "They find out your lifestyle, your work environment, if you are a fast 
or slow walker," Pavithran said. "They take all that into consideration, 
and then they try to make the best match with the personalities of the 
dogs they have ready." 
 Guide Dogs for the Blind is where both Pavithran and Lewis received 
See MANDALA, Page 5 See DOGS, Page 6
SACHIN PAVITHRAN retired 
his guide dog Barstow in June after 
more than nine years of service. 
Photo courtesy of Sachin Pavithran
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THE ARCHED PUMPKIN WALK banner greets visitors to the 2012 annual pumpkin walk at Elk Ridge Park in 
North Logan. SAMANTHA BEHL photo
DOGS MADE OF SQUASH AND PUMPKINS play a game of poker at the pumpkin walk. SAMANTHA BEHL 
photo
A PUMPKIN DISPLAY OF A “HI-HO CHERRIO”  board game was one of many game-themed exhibitions at 
the fall event. SAMANTHA BEHL photo
A CARVING OF BIG BLUE designed by a Logan 
local was on display at “The Great Pumpkin Adventure.” 
SAMANTHA BEHL photo
A FAMILY VIEWS THE “KILLER BUNNIES”  
arrangement. SAMANTHA BEHL photo
BY KYLE HEYWOOD
staff writer
 “Let the games begin” 
was the theme for this 
year’s Pumpkin Walk.
 The Pumpkin Walk in 
North Logan originated 
in 1982. For the past 
30 years, this Cache 
Valley tradition has 
had several clubs and 
organizations putting 
together displays made 
of pumpkins, squash, 
corn stalks and other 
produce. Thousands of 
people come every year 
to walk through Elk 
Ridge Park and look at 
the works of art.
 This year’s displays 
included a variety 
of scenes based on 
several games. These 
include Hi-‐Ho Cherrio, 
CandyLand, Super 
Mario Bros., Just 
Dance, “The Hunger 
Games” and one show-‐
ing a football matchup 
between Utah State 
and University of Utah. 
Many of these scenes 
were put together by 
a club or an organiza-‐
tion, but holding true 
to the beginnings of 
the Pumpkin Walk, 
many family groups are 
responsible for some of 
what is on display.
 After a wait in line 
outside of the entrance, 
visitors start on a path 
lined with hay bales and 
jack-‐o-‐lanterns. As visi-‐
tors continue through 
the park, each display 
has a title and a list of 
people who contributed. 
As the walk ends, visi-‐
tors receive a cookie on 
behalf of the pumpkin 
walk staff. There are 
carnival face cutouts to 
help children — and 
some adults — handle 
the wait in line.
 The Pumpkin Walk is 
free of charge. It is open 
from 9 a.m. to 6 p.m., 
when the parking at Elk 
Ridge Park closes. For 
the evening hours of 
the event, free parking 
and shuttle buses are 
available at Greenville 
Elementary School and 
Cache Valley Specialty 
Hospital.
 The last night of 





Game-‐themed pumpkin walk attracts locals
‘TWISTERMAN’ DISPLAYED a pumpkin witch, 
pirate and clown showing their flexibility and balance in 
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tectural lines,” Bandara said. “It 
represents the cosmic view of 
Tibetan culture blended with 
Buddhist philosophy and ritu-‐
als that aim to confer physical, 
psychological and environmen-‐
tal healing and blessings.”
 Wosnik said he is excited to 
see the mandala in every stage 
of progression. 
 “I’m excited to see how 
tedious and intricate the 
designs are,” he said.
 The BBC website said once 
the mandala is complete, the 
monks ask for the deities' 
healing blessings during a 
ceremony. As the monks chant, 
one monk begins the destruc-‐
tion of the mandala by scraping 
a knuckle through the sand, 
creating a cross of grey sand.
 The cross is created in the 
sand, at which point another 
monk takes a paintbrush and 
slowly, carefully sweeps the 
sand from the perimeter to 
the center of the mandala. 
The destruction of the man-‐
dala serves as a reminder of the 
impermanence of life, accord-‐
ing to the BBC.
 The BBC site said once the 
sand is swept to the center of 
the mandala, it is then placed 
into an urn and subsequently 
poured into flowing water, 
which is meant to represent an 
extension of healing powers to 
the whole world.
 “The coloured sand is swept 
up into an urn and dispersed 
into flowing water, a way of 
extending the healing powers 
to the whole world. It is seen as 
a gift to the mother earth to re-‐
energize the environment and 
universe,” according to the BBC. 
 Khenpo-‐la said the destruc-‐
tion of the mandala is a very 
interesting. 
 “The part is a benefit for 
other beings,” he said. “The 
mandala brings real benefit to 
the oceans, animals and goes 
to the whole world. So it brings 
peace — our prayer goes every-‐
where.” 
 “I think that holds deep spiri-‐
tual significance for them,” he 
said in regards to the destruc-‐
tion of the mandala. “They 
don’t try to hold on to it. They 
let it go when it has finished its 
significance.”
 Dr. Philip Barlow, the direc-‐
tor of the religious studies pro-‐
gram at USU, said they brought 
the creation and destruction 
of this mandala to USU due to 
the importance of the study of 
religion.
  “The study of religion is 
important, whether or not one 
construes oneself as religious, 
because we need to understand 
the cultures we encounter,” 
he said. “It helps to think 
about what a full-‐blown and 
disciplined religion is. The 
construction and dissolution of 
the beautiful sand mandala can 
help us witness and understand 
something of the Tibetan way 
of symbolizing the cosmos 
and our relation to it. It is an 
unusual opportunity to be able 
to host this week-‐long event.” 
 The mandala is to be con-‐
structed throughout the week. 
It began on Sunday with an 
introduction about the creation 
of the mandala. On Monday, 
the grid used to complete 
the mandala was laid down. 
From Tuesday to Thursday, 
the mandala will continue to 
be constructed, and it will be 
destroyed on Friday at Second 
Dam.
 A film, “Himalaya,” will 
be shown on Tuesday at 7 
p.m. at the Hub, at which 
time Lye will  give a lecture 
entitled “Mandalas -‐ Circles 
of Awakening: The Meanings, 




THE SAND MANDALAS REPRESENT sacred cosmologies, divine energies and 
spiritual principles. The religious studies program brought the creation and destruction of 
the mandala to USU. SAMANTHA BEHL photo
their dogs, albeit on separate 
campuses. The company 
has two places where seeing-‐
eye dogs are trained, one 
in Oregon and another in 
California. 
 When Barstow and 
Pavithran met, Pavithran 
traveled to California and 
spent a month learning and 
growing with his dog. The 
first three days were spent 
with people pretending to be 
dogs so Pavithran could learn 
the commands. Afterwards 
he met his dog Barstow, and 
the training continued. 
 "His role is to avoid obsta-‐
cles and dodge me around 
obstacles,” Pavithran said. 
“They're trained to watch 
out for certain obstacles and 
sort of take directional com-‐
mands. A lot of the dog's 
job is to make sure I don't 
run into people, or while I'm 
crossing the street to make 
sure he veers me away from a 
car if it's coming." 
 Burdette traveled to 
Oregon for his training and 
took his yellow lab Darcelle 
home after two weeks. He 
said the training was more 
condensed than what the 
company used to offer. 
 "They were testing a 
more condensed program," 
Burdette said. "It was a much 
smaller program, a smaller 
student-‐to-‐teacher ratio, so 
they could train us quick-‐
er."  Burdette said he 
loved Darcelle, and having a 
seeing-‐eye dog to help him 
get around campus was very 
helpful because he was able 
to move quicker and with 
more confidence. 
 "When we would travel on 
campus, having a dog was 
great because she'd cruise 
you through the people and 
the crowds," Burdette said. "I 
would absolutely get another 
dog when my life isn't so 
crazy.”
 Burdette sent Darcelle 
back to the trainers after 
eight months because he 
was traveling frequently 
for sports. Burdette plays 
GoalBall, a team sport specif-‐
ically designed for blind and 
visually impaired athletes, 
and travels for games and 
tournaments on a monthly 
basis.
 "I was traveling once a 
month, sometimes for a week 
at a time, and it was difficult 
to find someone to watch her 
when I was playing or train-‐
ing and take her out between 
games," Burdette said. 
 Burdette said sending 
Darcelle back was difficult 
because they'd become 
attached. 
 "I love that dog," Burdette 
said. "I was with her 24/7 for 
eight months, but she's better 
off in a situation that will use 
her for what she was trained 
to do." 
 Pavithran said when he 
retired Barstow, it was partly 
because of the dog's age and 
also because he was traveling 
more and it was difficult for 
him to care for Barstow on 
the trips. 
 "It wasn't that packing the 
food was difficult, but I travel 
to Washington, D.C. a lot 
for my job, and at the capitol 
there are a lot of security 
protocols,” he said. “You can't 
just walk out of one meeting 
to take the dog outside. I also 
travel internationally, and 
you can't take a dog outside 
the country because each 
country has different rules." 
 Pavithran took Barstow to 
retire with the couple who 
raised him as a puppy and 
took care of him when the 
family went on vacations. 
 Barstow now lives on a 
beach in California, where 
he gets to run around as he 
chooses each day. 
 Both Pavithran and 
Burdette now use canes to 
navigate campus and the 
community, and Pavithran 
said it's a very different skill 
set. 
 "A guide dog is an obstacle 
avoider — a cane is an 
obstacle finder," Pavithran 
said. "When you have a dog, 
you don't have to worry about 
what you're dodging. The 
disadvantage is the obstacles 
you're dodging could be cues 
as to where to go." 
 He said guide dogs don't 
work like robots and don't 
make decisions about where 
to go. 
 "You can't just hold onto 
the harness and say, 'Go to 
the TSC.'” Pavithran said. 
“You need to know where you 




SACHIN PAVITHRAN’S DAUGHTER plays with Barstow, his now-retired guide 
dog. Pavithran said he retired Barstow partly because of the dog’s age and also because he 
was travelling often. Photo courtesy of Sachin Pavithran
DOGS: Owners stopped using dogs due to travel
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As I am writing this 
column, it should be 
known that I am in a 
grumpy mood. A very 
grumpy mood.
 By rule, it is not 
smart to get me upset. 
I pack a series of furi-
ous punches — that is, 
if by “punches” you 
mean comparisons to 
overweight bullies in 
teenage sitcoms, and 
that includes Donkey 
Lips from “Salute Your 
Shorts” — and I defi-
nitely won’t pull them. 
Luckily for you and the 
general reading pub-
lic, however, I tend to 
keep my emotions at a 
manageable level. But 
amid all of the effort, 
there are still occasions 
where my brain gets 
frustrated, my goat gets 
gotten and I am given 
no choice but to let my 
angry voice take effect.
 Today was one 
of those occasions, 
and was brought into 
course from a source 
that is devastatingly 
not all too uncommon. 
Of the many things I 
hope to rid the earth 
of — one of those being 
the Sega Dreamcast — 
this experience careens 
itself very much toward 
the front.
 I had a bad orange.
 And believe me, it 
was really bad. I would 
even say it classifies 
as what my old high 
school classmates, but 
never myself, would 
call a “sucky” orange. 
It was one of those 
oranges in which one 
can’t tell if it was under 
or over ripe and built 
itself upon even more 
chronic depression 
because it seemed to 
be defiantly on the up 
and up during the peel-
ing phase.  The end to 
an above average lunch 
once had promise, but 
glumly ended with a cit-
rus fruit that was better 
off being a turnip.
 Oranges are by 
and large the riskiest 
crop in the known and 
documented history of 
commercial produce. 
Investing time, finger-
nails and taste buds in 
an orange is a lot like 
investing in a “Bernstein 
Bears” book — you 
think you are getting a 
quality product every 
time until you are stuck 
reading a book about 
the struggle of taking 
off a band aid.
 No, of course, this 
is rooted from the fact 
that we know what a 
worthwhile orange 
tastes like. It has an 
exuberant tanginess, 
with enough sweet-
ness to for a refresh-
ing summertime tasting 
marriage. If ska music 
formed citrus and 
became edible, it would 
assuredly be an orange. 
A good one brings 
energy while drowning 
you in nourishment. It’s 
the “Howard the Duck” 
of fruits.
 This may be why I act 
so hostile like toward 
a bad-tasting orange. 
Unlike any other fruit, it 
comes with an expecta-
tion. Few fruits come 
with so many standards 
of a worthy experience. 
Orange juice completes 
the perfect breakfast, 
and an Orange Julius is 
the pinnacle of smooth-
ies. How can one sur-
vive Christmas without 
a chocolate orange in 
their stocking? Heck, 
Disneyland, one of the 
most dominating tourist 
attractions in the known 
universe, is in Orange 
County, California.
 The biggest frustra-
tion with the world of 
downtrodden navels 
and valencias roots in 
the knowledge that one 
cannot simply abort 
a bad orange experi-
ence. For one reason 
or another, oranges are 
a well-founded commit-
ment. With an apple 
or peach, and almost 
definitely a banana, it is 
fully commonplace to 
dispose of a less than 
stellar eating experi-
ence, but there is some-
thing about an orange 
that ties us up person-
ally and professionally.
 I, for one, blame it 
on the peel. If you think 
about it, oranges are 
the most peel-inten-
sive produce in mod-
ern Americana. Other 
citrus fruits have peels 
but don’t require the 
action and other peel-
required morsels, say, 
the banana, run a much 
simpler process. Peel 
and orange takes work, 
it takes initiative and it 
takes getting peel stuck 
in your fingernails for 
upward of six days. If 
you make that much 
of a sacrifice to eat a 
Florida-dwelling snack, 
you best stick to it. We 
have standards.
 So maybe I do live a 
simple life, but I know 
a trial when I see one. 
And if I have seen any-
thing troublesome in 
my life, it is the risk 
take when indulging in 
the pulp and juice con-
glomerate than is an 
orange. Happy peeling.
Steve Schwartzman is 
a senior in communica-
tion studies and lin-
guistics. When he isn’t 
trying too hard to make 
people laugh he is usu-
ally watching sports, 
watching 90’s cartoons 
or experiencing all 
things Aggie Life. Got a 
good idea for Steve to 
rant about? Hit him up 
at steve.schwartzman@
aggiemail.usu.edu
or on Twitter 
@SchwartZteve
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has been involved with wolves and wolfdogs for 
approximately two years and has also worked 
with Lockwood Animal Rescue Center. She said 
she worked with Wolf Mountain in Lucerne 
Valley, where she said the animators from 
Twilight went and gained their inspiration for 
their wolves. 
 A native of Trabuco Canyon in Southern 
California, Kraus studied at BYU-‐Idaho before 
coming to USU, where she earned her bachelors’ 
degree in illustration with emphases on creative 
writing and publishing. After graduating, she 
worked for Blizzard Entertainment in the video 
game industry for two years but felt a need for a 
change of pace. 
 “I really wanted a change of scenery,” she 
said. “I didn’t want to contribute to an industry 
that was wasting peoples’ lives. It’s investing 
people in a virtual world when they’re missing 
out on the real world.”
 Kraus said when she looked at USU and saw 
the impactful, well thought out and influential 
natural resources program, she knew it was 
where she wanted to go.
 “It’s been a great area to have him in,” said 
Kraus. “I was pleasantly surprised with the hos-‐
pitality of the people.
 Kraus said the warmth of people in their 
reception of Damu has helped her to be more 
ambitious in her goal to eventually open an 
education and research facility. With this facil-‐
ity, she’d like to further study the relationship of 
wolves to wolfdogs, perform conservation work 
and bridge the interaction gap between humans 
and wolves.
 “I’d love to open in Logan,” said Kraus. “It 
would be a great opportunity to provide vol-‐
unteer and internship opportunities for both 
schools and individuals.”
 Kraus and Damu have a very close relation-‐
ship and have been together since he was a pup. 
Aside from Kraus’s time during classes, they 
spend nearly all day together, going on runs in 
the morning, roaming campus to help Damu 
socialize and even occasionally sleeping in the 
same bed, though Kraus said Damu usually pre-‐
fers the couch.
 “He teaches me more than I teach him,” said 
Kraus. 
 Kraus said Damu has helped her to gain con-‐
fidence and overcome her naturally shy nature, 
as well as to practice principles of communica-‐
tion she can apply in many aspects of her life.
 “I’ve learned to be more aware of my sur-‐
roundings and interact with people,” she said. 
“I’m more willing to sit back and weigh things 
out before I approach situations. I also have 
more confidence and have learned to put myself 
out there more through having him.”
 For those seeking to acquire a wolf-‐dog of 
their own, Kraus said she would recommend it, 
but advises the potential owners get educated 
on the subject prior to buying.
 “I support wolfdog ownership,” she said. 
“You just really need to do your research on the 
breed.”
 Raising Damu has not been easy for Kraus, 
though she said the benefits of seeing her dedi-‐
cation manifested in Damu’s transformation 
has been rewarding and far outweighs any nega-‐
tive experiences she has had in the process. 
 “You see what you’ve sown in training trans-‐
lated through the animal,” she said. “He can be 
a crazy little hellion at times, but it makes your 
bond stronger and it’s a team effort.”
 An extensive network of wolfdog owners can 
be found on Facebook, which Kraus said has 
been a vital support system for her. 
 “It’s not always rainbows, butterflies and 
puppy clouds,” she said. “I could not have done 




WOLFDOG: Owner has close 
relationship with her rare pet
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SOPHOMORE QUARTERBACK CHUCKIE KEETON swings his 
arm to keep balance while making a move on a New Mexico State defender in 
Romney Stadium action Saturday. CURTIS RIPPLINGER photo
BOWLING
Aggies become post-‐season 
eligible with win over NMSU
BY CURTIS LUNDSTROM
sports senior writer
 When was the last time the 
Utah State football team won a 
bowl game? 
 Some would immediately 
think back to last season against 
Ohio in the Famous Idaho Potato 
Bowl, but it wasn’t a win. At least 
not in the technical sense.
 But for this year’s Aggie 
squad, moral victories aren’t 
good enough. Seeking their first 
bowl victory since 1993, the 
Aggies will settle for nothing less 
than a conference championship 
and a bowl victory.
 And thanks to a 41-‐7 shellack-‐
ing of the red-‐clad New Mexico 
State Aggies, Utah State is bowl 
eligible for the second straight 
season.
 “I’ll be honest with you, it 
does feel great to be bowl eli-‐
gible, to be 6-‐2, and to win in a 
convincing manner at a home, 
that was a great accomplishment 
for the kids,” USU head coach 
Gary Andersen said. “I thought 
we executed extremely well on 
offense with the opportunity 
that we were given. I was really 
proud. I thought defensively it 
was not our best game. The kids 
take a lot of pride in the way they 
See FOOTBALL, Page 9
MEN’S BASKETBALL
Firing from the wings
AGGIE GUARDS AND FORWARDS pose in the Spectrum stands. From left to right, junior forward Spencer Butterfield, junior guard Preston 
Medlin, junior forward Danny Berger, freshman guard Quinn Taylor and junior forward Marvin Jean. CURTIS RIPPLINGER photo
BY JORDAN DAHL
staff writer
 With the return of junior shoot-‐
ing guard Preston Medlin and 
junior small forward Danny Berger, 
both starters from a year ago, 
excitement and optimism are brew-‐
ing for the upcoming 2012-‐13 Aggie 
basketball season.
 The team finished strong last sea-‐
son, winning four out of its last five 
games and making it all the way 
to the championship game in the 
CollegeInsider.com Tournament. 
Despite all the new faces on the ros-‐
ter, the Aggies are hoping to carry 
that success into this season.
 “I feel like that was really good 
for our team,” Medlin said. “We 
struggled a little bit at the begin-‐
ning of the season but really came 
back strong. I feel like that really 
helped us and gave us some confi-‐
dence coming into this season.”
 Medlin, knowing there would be 
great expectations placed on him 
this coming season, said he worked 
very hard on his game over the 
summer.
 “You’re always trying to improve 
no matter how good you are,” he 
said. “I worked on all aspects of 
my game this summer. Coach was 
always telling me to improve on my 
defense, and so in pickup ball that 
was something I really worked on 
this summer.”
 Berger said the key for consis-‐
tency and winning this year is team 
unity.
 “A goal just as a team is staying 
together the whole year,” he said. 
“It seems like we’re pretty together 
right now but it’s a matter of stay-‐
ing like that throughout the whole 
season. Obviously the main goal is 
to win games and get to the NCAA 
Tournament.”
 The Aggies welcomed four new 
faces to the wing positions — two 
junior college transfers in Marvin 
Jean and Spencer Butterfield, and 
two freshmen in Quincy Bair and 
Quinn Taylor. They boast impres-‐
sive resumes and are hungry for a 
winning season.
 “As far as the team goes, I want 
to win the WAC championship 
and get to the NCAA tournament,” 
Butterfield said. “For myself, I just 
want to stay confident and doing 
what I can for the team. Shooting, 
rebound, all the dirty work, what-‐
ever I can do to help.”
 Defense and athleticism should 
improve over last season with the 
addition of Jean.
 “I just want to be the player they 
want me to be,” Jean said. “You 
know, stopping on defense, getting 
a lot of rebounds and knocking 
down threes. I just got to keep 
working and stay active, do what 
I got to do and try to help out the 
team.”
 Assistant coach Chris Jones said 
there are expectations this year for 
an improvement at the guards and 
forwards this year.
 “We hope we have more guards 
and wings that are more produc-‐
tive this year,” Jones said. “Preston 
Medlin is back, and he had a 
phenomenal year last year. Danny 
Berger is back, and he started and 
played quite a bit last year. It wasn’t 
a very fair year to Danny last year. 
We were going to redshirt him but 
we needed him in December and 
fed him to the wolves. He had some 
good moments and some tough 
moments. He’s a year into the sys-‐
tem now, a lot bigger and stronger, 
so we expect a lot from him this 
year.”
 Jones described Butterfield as a 
mix between Tyler Newbold and 
Brian Green, and Jean as hard-‐
working and eager to learn.
 “Spencer is aggressive and wants 
to make a bunch of shots like Brian 
did, but he also has some toughness 
and rebounding and defense like 
Tyler had,” Jones said. “Hopefully 
he’s able to give us a combination 
of the two. Marvin has really come 
on and plays really hard. He’s eager 
to learn and get better and gives 
us athleticism, quickness and play-‐
making.”
 Even with all the new players 
coming in this season, Jones said he 
feels like the understanding by the 
players of the complex system has 
come along very well.
 “This is my fifth year here and I 
feel like these eight new guys have 
picked it up as good as anybody,” 
he said. “Plus, we have several guys 
learning two positions, but they’ve 
been doing a good job at learning 
both spots. The key is to not get 
down and frustrated. They’re doing 
good, though. It’s been good so far.”
 Medlin said his teammates are 
looking forward to playing in the 
loud and awesome atmosphere of 
the Dee Glen Smith Spectrum and 
the enthusiastic Aggie fans.
 “I don’t think all the new guys 
quite understand how awesome this 
venue is to play in,” said Medlin.
 Jean said the fan support, along 
with the success of the program in 
recent years, was something that 
drew him to really want to come 
play for the Aggies. 
 “I saw the crowd and thought, ‘I 
gotta check this out,’” he said. “All 
in all, it was the scenery, fan sup-‐
port and of course the basketball 
program that really brought me 
here.”
 The Aggies play their first pre-‐
season game against Grand Canyon 
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play defense. They scored 
seven points, but we’ve got 
some things to clean up.”
 The USU football team is 
out to prove that it’s better 
than its 1-‐5 all-‐time bowl 
record indicates, and the 
Aggies are doing it on both 
sides of the ball.
 On defense, the Aggies 
are ranked in the top 21 in 
the country in four differ-‐
ent statistical categories: 
Sacks per game (4th), scor-‐
ing defense (7th), rushing 
defense (13th) and total 
defense (21).
 While the defense has 
bent at times, it rarely 
breaks. In fact, the only 
thing the defense hasn’t 
done this season is score 
points itself.
 On the season, the 
defense is holding oppo-‐
nents to a 32.86 percent 
conversion rate on third 
down — ranked 21st in the 
country — and are 11th 
nationally, having given up 
points on 16 of 25 opponent 
drives inside the redzone.
 Against New Mexico 
State, USU allowed 321 
yards of total offense — a 
yard below its season aver-‐
age — and forced two turn-‐
overs. Senior cornerback 
Will Davis picked up his 
first career interception 
to end an NMSU scoring 
threat and was one broken 
tackle away from going the 
distance to score.
 “It was long overdue,” 
Davis said of the intercep-‐
tion. “Since Colorado State, 
fans would tweet me, ‘I feel 
it this time,’ and I couldn’t 
get it, but today it felt great 
for me and I know it felt 
great to the fans. I thank 
God for this opportunity 
and this time I definitely 
took advantage of it. When 
I got it I just went. I didn’t 
know where I was going I 
was just running.” 
 Offensively, the Aggies 
rank in the top 50 in the 
country in four categories: 
passing efficiency (26th), 
passing offense (47th), rush-‐
ing offense (46th), and total 
offense (47th).
 Sophomore quarterback 
Chuckie Keeton was named 
America First Credit Union 
Utah State Student-‐Athlete 
of the Week for his perfor-‐
mance against New Mexico 
State. Keeton accounted for 
four touchdowns — two on 
the ground and two through 
the air — while racking up 
338 all-‐purpose yards en 
route to the win.
 A balanced offensive 
attack resulted in four dif-‐
ferent Aggies accumulating 
at least 39 yards rushing. 
Devonte Glover-‐Wright and 
Kelvin Lee finished with 39 
and 46 yards respectively, 
while Keeton and Kerwynn 
Williams each finished with 
more than 80 yards on the 
ground. 
 Williams added 94 yards 
receiving, and Chuck Jacobs 
also finished with 94 yards 
through the air as the Aggie 
offense ran past the New 
Mexico State defense — 
sometimes without them 
knowing, as was the case on 
Keeton’s 76-‐yard scamper in 
the first quarter.
 “It was funny,” Keeton 
said. “They were playing 
man and I was reading the 
defensive end and I knew 
they weren’t keying in on me 
as much as Kerwynn, and as 
soon as I started running I 
saw the corner stay locked 
on with Travis Reynolds and 
I ran behind him. The cor-‐
ner kind of paved the way. 
I was just happy to get into 
the end zone.”
 What it all adds up to 
is the Aggies are 6-‐2 and 
bowl eligible, and it’s only 
October. For the second 
time in as many seasons, 
Aggie nation is guaranteed 





NMSU  0 0 7 0 – 7
Utah State  14 14 10 3 – 41
First Quarter
 USU – Kerwynn Williams 76 
pass from Chuckie Keeton (Nick 
Diaz kick) 14:38.
 USU – Chuck Jacobs 49 pass from 
Keeton (Diaz kick) 6:26.
Second Quarter
 USU – Keeton 76 run (Diaz kick) 
14:37.
 USU – Williams 3 run (Diaz 
kick) :39.
Third Quarter
 USU – Diaz 53 field goal 10:48.
 NMSU – Austin Franklin 6 pass 
from Andrew Manley (Marcus 
Johnson kick) 8:15.
 USU – Keeton 9 run (Diaz kick) 
1:01.
Fourth Quarter
 USU – Diaz 48 field goal 12:13.
  NMSU USU 
First downs 21 20
Total Net Yards 321 516
Rushes-‐yards 34-‐132 36-‐256
Passing 189 260
Punt Returns 0-‐0 3-‐16
Kickoff Returns 3-‐47 2-‐49
Interceptions Ret. 0-‐0 1-‐35
Comp-‐Att-‐Int 20-‐38-‐1 17-‐27-‐0




Time of Poss. 33:42 26:18
   
Individual Statistics
 RUSHING – New Mexico State, 
G. Morrison 19-‐96, T. Colwell 5-‐31, 
A. Franklin 3-‐16, A. Manley 7-‐m11.
Utah State, K. Williams 13-‐82, C. 
Keeton 7-‐81, K. Lee 5-‐46, D. Glover-‐
Wright 5-‐39, J. Hill 4-‐17, C. Harrison 
1-‐m8. 
 PASSING – New Mexico State, A. 
Manley 19-‐37-‐1-‐177, T. Colwell 1-‐1-‐
0-‐12. Utah State, C. Keeton 16-‐26-‐2-‐
257, C. Harrison 1-‐1-‐0-‐3. 
 RECEIVING – New Mexico State, 
A. Franklin 8-‐84, G. Morrison 4-‐28, 
T. Walls 3-‐37, K. Bateman 3-‐21, J. 
Matthews 1-‐12, J. Brown 1-‐7. Utah 
State, C. Jacobs 4-‐94, K. Bartlett 
4-‐18,  K. Williams 3-‐94, T. Reynolds 
2-‐25,  C. Webb 2-‐25, T. Van Leeuwen 
1-‐3, M. Austin 1-‐1.
 MISSED FIELD GOALS – New 
Mexico State, T. Stampler 42 
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UTAH STATE KICKER NICK DIAZ attempts one of his three field goal tries while 
sophomore Jaron Bentrude holds during the 41-7 win over New Mexico State in Romney 
Stadium on Saturday. Diaz made a 53 and 48-yarder, but was blocked from 44 yards away. 
Diaz was also a perfect 5-5 in point-after attempts. CURTIS RIPPLINGER photo
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BY JASON BORBA 
staff writer 
 With one game remaining 
in the regular season, the Utah 
State women’s soccer team is 
on the verge of clinching their 
second consecutive Western 
Athletic Conference regular 
season championship. 
 The team currently has a 
10-‐2-‐6 overall record and are 
5-‐0-‐2 in conference play. The 
only remaining game left on 
the schedule for USU is a home 
match against second-‐place 
Louisiana Tech. 
 “We have set ourselves up 
to win the outright regular 
season championship next 
week,” USU head coach 
Heather Cairns said. “If we 
win, the worst we can do is be 
co-‐champs.” 
 USU senior defender Natalie 
Norris was named one of 10 
finalists for the 2012 Senior 
CLASS Award in collegiate 
soccer. The award is given to 
student-‐athletes who excel 
both on and off the field. 
 “(Norris) is obviously a stud 
on the field but if you know 
her off the field, you know 
about her character, commit-‐
ment to academics and com-‐
mitment to the community,” 
Cairns said. “She is the total 
package.”
 Norris said she is humbled 
by the experience. 
 “I honestly didn’t think I 
would make it into the top 
10,” Norris said. “To see all the 
publicity that has been going 
around to get votes for me has 
made me even more humble, 
and so grateful for the support 
from the school, my team-‐
mates, my family and friends.”
 The Aggies began their 
2012 campaign with wins 
over Southern Utah, Utah and 
UTEP. The game against Utah 
was on the road at Rio Tinto 
Stadium and was decided in 
overtime when junior Jennifer 
Flynn scored the golden goal. 
 “Coming from last year, we 
know we have a target on our 
backs and I think we are play-‐
ing up to that,” Flynn said. “I 
think we are just continuously 
getting better and better.”
 The Aggies remained 
undefeated with a 1-‐1 tie with 
Creighton and a 3-‐1 win over 
Nebraska. 
 USU’s unbeaten ways 
changed with a 1-‐0 loss 
despite outshooting Northern 
Colorado 18-‐5.
 “We started the season 
doing well just not our best 
we knew we could do more,” 
Norris said. “As we progressed 
throughout the season, we got 
up big for some huge oppo-‐
nents including the top-‐25 
teams. We played probably 
our best games of the season 
against them.”
 USU beat Utah Valley and 
Eastern Washington before 
facing three ranked teams in 
Washington, BYU and Denver 
during a six-‐game stretch. The 
Aggies were winless in those 
six, but lost only once and 
scored two goals. 
 “The most difficult part 
has been putting the team 
together and getting them to 
peak at the right time,” Cairns 
said. “In the beginning of 
the season we weren’t losing 
games, we were tying an awful 
lot.”
 The Aggies made history 
against Washington by being 
the first team to tie against a 
ranked opponent with a 59th  
minute Flynn goal.
 USU played in nine over-‐
time games, winning three 
and tying six. Despite not 
beating any of their ranked 
opponents, Cairns said the 
Aggies faired very well with 
two ties and just a 1-‐0 loss to 
BYU.
 “I think those games gave 
us a lot of confidence and in 
the end we were a little bitter 
about not winning, particu-‐
larly against Washington,” 
Cairns said. “If we are fortu-‐
nate to make it to the NCAA 
tournament... That’s more 
than likely the type of team 
we would meet, and having 
that experience under our belt 
would be a great thing for us.”  
 Since their six game win-‐
less streak, the Aggies have 
gone on another streak. USU 
has won five straight games, 
and all those wins coming in 
conference play. The team has 
scored 13 goals while allowing 
two. 
 “We had that dry spell of 
0-‐0 ties for a little bit, or any 
type of tie, but we finally 
able to connect after a whole 
week of practice where we just 
worked on offense,” Norris 
said. “We finally opened the 
gates of scoring with our first 
WAC weekend at home, and 
after that it has been putting 
the details on the field.”
 USU defeated UTSA and 
Texas State 3-‐0 and 4-‐0 
respectively. They traveled to 
Seattle and Moscow and won 
2-‐1 over Seattle University and 
3-‐1 against Idaho. Their latest 
game was a 1-‐0 route of San 
Jose State University. 
 “We have matured and 
gelled throughout the season,” 
Cairns said. “Our defense has 
been solid throughout and 
that’s kept us in a lot of games. 
Our attack is maturing and 
our ability to possess is matur-‐
ing. I feel like we are peaking 
at the right time going into the 
conference tournament.” 
 The win over San Jose 
gave coach Cairns reached a 
milestone — She became the 
winningest coach in program 
history with 100 wins. Over 
her last 10 years at the helm 
of the USU soccer program, 
Cairns has amassed a 100-‐77-‐
25 record. 
 Flynn leads all USU scor-‐
ers with six goals followed 
by Tarver and junior Mari 
Miyashiro with four goals 
each. Mulford and the Aggie 
defense have earned eight 
shutouts this season. 
 “Our biggest asset on 
defense is just our cohesive-‐
ness, we always work really 
well together and we always 
cover for each other no matter 
what,” Norris said. “We know 
if we go up for a ball there will 
be someone behind us, or if 
someone pulls forward we 
will have someone filling in. 
Knowing we have that trust 
within each other it gives us a 
whole other level that we can 
play on, and know we can do 
the best that we can by work-‐
ing as a unit.”
 The Aggies are peaking at 
the right time with just one 
regular season game remain-‐
ing on their schedule against 
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BY JUSTIN HARRISON
staff writer
 The Utah State men’s bas-‐
ketball team has three players 
above 6-‐foot-‐10 inches tall and 
plenty of others with a ton of 
talent to help the Aggies win 
games this season. 
 The return of senior 
Kyisean Reed, sophomore 
Jordan Stone and sophomore 
Danny Berger combined with 
the additions of centers Matt 
Lopez and Jarred Shaw means 
good things for Utah State 
basketball this winter.
 Standing at 6-‐foot-‐6, Reed 
had some monster dunks that 
electrified the Spectrum last 
season and will be looked 
upon by many to provide lead-‐
ership on the court this year. 
 “Kyisean Reed has really 
stepped up and done a good 
job,” said USU associate coach 
Tim Duryea. “He’s our most 
vocal guy.” 
 As the only senior on the 
team this year, Reed has the 
most to gain from the increase 
of size down low this season. 
Reed was almost nonexistent 
in some games last season, 
while other times dominating 
in the post. 
 Reed has had a year already 
behind him to get head coach 
Stew Morrill’s system down. 
With the confidence to per-‐
form extremely well, expect 
Reed to be more active around 
the rim and making big plays. 
 “Bigger guys at the rim 
sucks the defense in, so it 
allows me to move around, 
space more, drive kick and get 
more open shots,” Reed said.
 Along with Reed, Ben 
Clifford is another Aggie who 
will benefit from the added 
size in the post positions. The 
6-‐foot-‐7 forward will be more 
able to create space and make 
shots. 
 “Ben Clifford gives you a 
solid effort every day, physi-‐
cal play, understands what 
he’s doing and he’s more of a 
leader by example,” Duryea 
said. 
 Clifford should continue to 
mold into an important cog 
in Morrill’s system, and with 
a couple more years left, could 
become a team leader.
 A late transfer from LaSalle, 
the 6-‐foot-‐11 Lopez poses a 
threat to create a lot of scoring 
opportunities for teammates. 
He will be an asset to the low 
post in being able to rebound, 
a weakness for the team last 
year. 
 Due to NCAA transfer 
rules, the sophomore is ineli-‐
gible to play until after the fall 
2012 semester ends but will 
help Utah State in the WAC 
portion of the schedule. 
 A transfer from Oklahoma 
State, Shaw is one of the most 
exciting additions to USU. 
After sitting all of the 2011 
season, the 6-‐foot-‐10 junior 
knows Morrill’s system and 
should bring an immediate 
impact to the low post. 
 Shaw’s rebounding and 
ability to create second-‐chance 
points on offense will give the 
Aggies an edge.
 “It’s a matter of me taking 
over, doing what I got to do,” 
Shaw said of his expectations 
to run the offense through the 
post. “Morrill is handing it 
to me, so I got to do what I’m 
supposed to do.” 
 Shaw’s size and scoring 
ability will likely draw double-‐
teams from undersized oppo-‐
nents.
 “Coach Stew’s system is for 
big guys, so we will be getting 
the ball a lot,” Shaw said. 
 Stone is another big man 
with a year of Aggie basketball 
under his belt. In his first year 
on the team, the 6-‐foot-‐10 
center had time to learn the 
system while picking up play-‐
ing time. 
 On the court, Stone’s play 
produced varied results. 
 “Jordan Stone is still young 
in the game, even though he 
has been around for a year,” 
Duryea said. 
 Stone should see a lot of 
time before the end of the 
semester when Matt Lopez 
gets into the rotation as part 
of an offensive core with the 
ability to score in the paint 
and allow the perimeter play-‐
ers to take more three point 
shots. 
 “In my twelve years here, 
this is the biggest set of big 
guys,” Duryea said. “Looking 
at our team on the front end, 




UTAH STATE CENTERS LOUNGE in the Spectrum seats after basketball practice. From left to right, sophomore 
Matt Lopez, sophomore Jordan Stone and junior Jarred Shaw. CURTIS RIPPLINGER photo
MEN’S BASKETBALL
Added size, numbers help big men on campus
SOCCER
Aggies used entire season to prepare for conference finale
AGGIE FRESHMAN MARIS HAMBLIN makes a 
move for the ball in USU’s 1-0 win over San Jose State at 
Bell Field on Friday. CURTIS RIPPLINGER photo
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 Fifteen dollars a credit. It may not seem like 
much, but over four years it adds up to around 
$2,200 — not exactly a small chunk of change. 
 The Caine College of the Arts is consider-
ing following the example of the Huntsman 
School of Business and requiring students to 
pay differential tuition — an additional charge 
on top of students’ regular tuition and fees. 
The money would 
help create new 
majors in the col-
lege. It would also 
fund a new build-
ing on land the uni-
versity recently purchased from the Church of 
Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints. 
 We understand the reasoning behind dif-
ferential tuition. It allows colleges to recruit 
more qualified staff, update infrastructure and 
provide programs that help students secure 
jobs after graduation. All we want to know is 
when the line will be drawn. Are deans and 
administrators asking themselves if it’s worth 
it for their students to pay hundreds — and in 
many cases, thousands — of dollars on top of 
tuition, books and student fees? Small differ-
ences in fees and fines are acceptable, but 
when two students on the same campus are 
taking extremely different hits to their bank 
accounts, something seems to be a little off. 
 We commend the business school for the 
new programs they’ve been able to provide 
in the past five years. The SEED program, 
Entrepreneurship Center and a new one-year 
MBA degree are just a few of wonderful 
changes they’ve made. However, $67 a credit 
— the price business students taking upper-
division classes are paying this semester — is a 
steep price. Even though our business school 
tuition creeps closer to that of the U of U and 
BYU business schools, we still fall behind their 
programs. We’re not doing a terrible job by 
any means, but students are pouring money 
into a program only to see slow results. 
 In a town-hall-style meeting last week, arts 
administrators told students they were putting 
forth a fraction of what they would pay at a 
renowned school such as Juilliard. To us, this 
seems like a silly comparison. As good as our 
music program is, students are getting a frac-
tion of the education they would at a world-
famous school. The college needs to stop 
spoon-feeding students rhetoric and create 
a truly open forum for them to express their 
feelings. 
 In the end, whether the Caine College of 
the Arts implements differential tuition should 
not be left up to the men sitting at the top of 
the school. The students who spend hours in 
the theater, the practice room or the design 
studio should be the ones whose voices are 
heard. We encourage students to make their 
voice heard — no matter what side of the issue 
they’re on. They have more power than they 
realize, it’s just a matter of exercising it.





 Would USU book David 
Duke, the former presi-
dent of the United Klans 
of America, to speak in the 
TSC Ballroom? Of course 
not, David Duke is a rac-
ist. Would USU invite Fred 
Phelps, head minister of the 
Westboro Baptist Church, 
to speak here? Of course 
not, Fred Phelps is a homo-
phobe. Would USU invite 
Dick Masterson, a self-
proclaimed chauvinist and 
author of “Men are Better 
Than Women,” to speak 
here? Of course not; he is 
a misogynist. Then it begs 
the question: Why has USU 
invited Michael Kimmel, 
an anti-male ideologue, to 
speak here?
 Kimmel makes his liv-
ing under the pretense 
of helping boys, which 
is ludicrous since he has 
nothing but contempt for 
them. To see this contempt, 
we need look no further 
Author shouldn’t 
speak at USU
than the book he is here 
to promote: “Guyland: 
The Perilous World Where 
Boys Become Men.” In the 
very introduction to the 
book, Kimmel states that 
at his son’s Christening, 
he wished to say, “I wish 
that my son could have 
the courage of a woman.” 
Can we imagine the out-
rage if his son had instead 
been a girl, and Kimmel 
had said, “I wish that my 
daughter could have the 
nourishing capacity of a 
man?” Early in the book’s 
actual text, Kimmel states 
that penises should come 
with a warning saying, “Use 
of this device can cause vio-
lence and insanity.” What if 
Kimmel suggested a similar 
warning for vaginas, such 
as “Use of this device can 
cause emotional reasoning, 
materialism and irrational-
ity?”
 Males in Kimmel’s book 
are, with little exception, 
painted as violent, brutish 
and unthinking. On the 
rare occasion that he does 
assign a positive attribute 
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such a manner as to suggest 
that even considering doing 
so should leave a bad taste 
in readers’ mouths. Kimmel 
also contradicts himself in 
his rushed urge to demon-
ize males. One aspect of 
Guyland that he criticizes is 
the suppression of emotion-
al expression. While ignor-
ing that this particular trait 
is an aspect of the self-sac-
rificing mindset is required 
of males in our culture, he 
then goes on to mention 
the very valid grievances 
that males have and dismiss-
es them as angry white men 
who are bitter over having 
their “privilege” challenged. 
Personally, I don’t think that 
not wanting to lose all your 
assets in a divorce, wanting 
to be judged based on your 
merits alone and wanting 
to be considered innocent 
until proven guilty beyond 
a reasonable doubt doesn’t 
come from a position of 
privilege. Those are all basic 
human rights, and for men 
in India and the West, they 
are rapidly disappearing.
Phil Henderson
 Wind the clock 
back to November 6, 
2008. Barack Obama 
made history by becom-
ing the first African-
American to be elected 
president, but the enthu-
siasm that encompassed 
the country was brought 
on by more than break-
ing down the racial bar-
rier. For the first time 
in a generation, we had 
elected a champion of the people whose landslide 
victory had been built from the ground up, touch-
ing the hearts of nearly every American. 
 Part of Obama’s ability to connect with the 
American people comes from the fact that he is 
a living testament to the power of the American 
dream. Born in humble circumstances and raised 
in a single-parent home, he worked his way up 
through will and determination. He received an 
education, served his community and gave back 
by teaching, practicing law and representing his 
state before being elected to the presidency. His 
life reinforces the idea we all want to believe: 
Anyone can achieve great things, regardless of his 
or her background. 
 Throughout his presidency, Obama has striven 
to do what is best for all Americans. He has par-
ticularly been an ardent defender of the middle 
and lower classes. If his political philosophy could 
be summed up, it would be an unwavering belief 
 Most media pun-
dits and even public 
opinion polls will tell you 
that Barack Obama can 
connect well with the 
average American. A lot 
of people can connect 
well with the president 
because of common 
American interests, like 
sports. The president 
has a gift for connecting 
with people, an attribute 
that undoubtedly aided his political ascension. 
 On the surface, Mitt Romney might not look 
like the most relatable person. However, when 
you take a step back and look at the things that 
Romney has done for people throughout his life, 
you get a different impression of him than the one 
the media so regularly paints.
 I feel that I connect well with Romney, but admit-
tedly, my overall impression of him is based on so 
many of the things that I have learned about his life 
that most people might not even know about him. 
A few of the things that show a lot of his true char-
acter to me include his charitable giving, church 
service and job compensation.
 He annually donates roughly 30 percent of his 
income to charity. He spent years in service to 
his church, including two as a young missionary 
in France and later as a bishop and stake presi-
dent in the Boston area for ten years. He didn’t 
take a salary as president and CEO of the 2002 
issue
AColumn
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Do papers overlook candidates?
A look at what 
others are saying
 None of these people 
will be the next president 
of the United States: for-
mer New Mexico gov-
ernor Gary Johnson, a 
Republican now run-
ning for president on the 
Libertarian Party ticket; 
Jill Stein, a Massachusetts 
physician running as the 
Green Party’s nominee; 
and Virgil Goode, a for-
mer Republican congress-
man from Virginia running 
on the Constitution Party 
label.
 They don’t have much 
money or name recogni-
tion, nor do they have big 
campaign organizations 
behind them. But Johnson 
is on the ballot in 48 states, 
Stein in 38, and Goode 
about 29.
 They also have ideas 
that differ from President 
Barack Obama’s and Mitt 
Romney’s.
 This is the reason read-
ers have been asking me 
why there hasn’t been 
more coverage of third-
party candidates and why 
See MEDIA
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in equal opportunity. 
From affordable health 
care to middle-class tax 
cuts, to a compassion-
ate immigration policy 
and the expansion of 
education, Obama has 
fought to ensure that 
every American has the 
chance to build them-
selves up, no matter 
what their circumstanc-
es. The second presi-
dential debate was con-
ducted in a town hall 
format, allowing voters 
to ask questions direct-
ly to the candidates. 
Obama shone, not only 
with his understanding 
of policy and optimistic 
vision, but with his abil-
ity to look voters in the 
eye and tell them all the 
things he has done to 
help them. 
 In contrast, Mitt 
Romney tends to alien-
ate the American peo-
ple. While many claim 
his excessive wealth 
as the cause, I remain 
skeptical. After all, 
Franklin Roosevelt and 
John F. Kennedy both 
came from aff luent 
backgrounds. While 
they were wealthy, 
Roosevelt, Kennedy, 
and Obama all champi-
oned the cause of those 
less fortunate than 
themselves. Romney is 
the poster boy for tax 
cuts for the rich and 
breaks for corporations. 
While many Americans 
pay more than 30 per-
cent in taxes, he noted 
he didn’t have a prob-
lem paying only 14 per-
cent on a multimillion-
dollar income. He also 
expressed his feeling 
about the American 
people in a private fun-
draiser, alleging that 47 
percent of the popula-
tion was “dependent” 
and would never “take 
responsibility of their 
lives.” How can a candi-
date lead after dismiss-
ing half of the country? 
 Obama is a true repre-
sentative of the people, 
a living example of the 
American dream. He is 
comfortable in the com-
pany of both the poor 
and the rich. His role 
as a husband, father, 
teacher and statesman 
resonate throughout 
the country. His com-
passionate positions, 
natural charisma and 
strong leadership cre-
ate a dynamic model 
for the presidency. In 
short, he is a president 
of the people.
– Mike McPhie is a 
senior from Toole, Utah, 
majoring in law and 
constitutional stud-
ies. During the spring 
semester, he interned in 
Washington, D.C. Send 
him comments at mike.
mcphie@aggiemail.usu.
edu.
Salt Lake City Winter 
Olympics or during his 
term as governor of 
Massachusetts. Each of 
those small aspects of 
his life have helped me 
in determining the kind 
of man he is.
 When you dig deep-
er, you find stories of 
selflessness — like the 
time he shut down his 
entire business and took 
his employees to New 
York to help search for 
a business associate’s 
daughter, or the years 
he spent secretively 
footing the bill for milk 
for the New England 
Center for Homeless 
Veterans.
 When Mitt Romney 
says that his goal is to 
help people — or in his 
own words while speak-
ing to the American peo-
ple at the Republican 
National Convention, “I 
want to help you and 
your family” — I believe 
him. I believe him 
because he’s got the 
background to back up 
what he says. I believe 
him because he’s spent 
a good deal of his life 
helping people. 
 I connect well with 
someone who I know 
has a plan, the desire 
to help the people in 
our country and the 
experience to make it 
happen. For me, that 
type of connection is 
going to trump any con-
nection I might have 
with someone because 
of similar interests or 
youthful image.
– Casey Saxton, a 
sophomore majoring 
in business administra-
tion, is the president 
of the USU College 
Republicans. He can be 
reached at caseysax-
ton@hotmail.com.
RIGHT: Romney’s service connects him
From page 11                                 
LEFT: Obama represents the people
From page 11                                 
in particular they weren’t included in the excellent series 
of stories examining Obama’s and Romney’s stands on 
the issues, which The Post published Oct. 8-12 in print 
editions and is available online at washingtonpost.com as 
The Issue Engine.
 These were excellent compilations and analyses of the 
two major-party candidates’ positions on issues ranging 
from health care to immigration, with informative graph-
ics. Through reading them, I gained a greater understand-
ing of the two men’s positions than I got from either of the 
televised debates.
 Democrats and Republicans together have a monop-
oly on political power, but they do not have a monopoly 
on ideas.
 Stein, for example, would make the state National 
Guard the centerpiece of national defense, cut Pentagon 
spending in half and close many U.S. bases overseas.
 Johnson would make a clear pathway to citizenship 
for immigrants wanting to work in this country, as well as 
legalize online gambling.
 Goode wants the estate tax eliminated and English 
established as the official U.S. language, and he supports 
just about anything that would stop illegal immigration.
 The Post has covered Goode with at least five stories in 
the past year, plus some blog posts. He was newsworthy 
because GOP leaders in Virginia tried to keep him off 
the ballot; they were worried that Goode could become 
a spoiler, taking enough votes away from Romney in 
Virginia to tip the divided state toward Obama.
 But coverage of Johnson and Stein has been scant. 
Stein’s effort to get federal matching funds — she did 
finally — merited one A-section story. The other four 
stories and briefs about her in the past year appeared in 
the Style section because Stein’s unsuccessful rival for the 
Green Party nomination was sitcom star Roseanne Barr. 
Not exactly a substantive treatment.
 Johnson, who registered at 4 percent in Virginia in a 
September Post poll, got an A-section brief in December 
when he dropped out of the race for the GOP nomina-
tion to switch to the Libertarian Party, and he got a few 
blog posts and mentions in other poll and fundraising 
stories. But that’s it.
 That all changed two weeks ago, when The Post’s 
new 15-minute daily television show, The Fold, debuted. 
Because of Goode’s potential spoiler role in Virginia, Fold 
staff decided to interview him, and that went so well they 
decided to talk to Johnson and Stein as well, who both 
jumped at the chance to come to The Post’s video suite 
for the interviews.
 Each of the three answered five substantive questions 
on issues in short but informative interviews. Kudos to 
The Fold, one of The Post’s newest innovations, which 
is designed to be viewed on Google Internet televisions, 
Android tablets and, of course, The Post’s website. It’s too 
bad the newsroom and politics staff didn’t emulate The 
Fold.
 Marcus Brauchli, The Post’s executive editor, said, “We 
recognize that the third-party candidates have followers 
and raise issues of importance to many voters. We’ll look 
for ways to address them.”
 It’s not The Post’s job to be boosters for any presiden-
tial candidate, not even these minor parties’ nominees. It’s 
up to the candidates to compete in the rough-and-tumble 
of politics in a country skewed, with its winner-take-all 
system, toward two major parties.
 But it is part of our First Amendment franchise to hear 
people out and to give voice to the voiceless, even if they 
can’t win and register only in single digits in the polls.
– As the Washington Post ombudsman, Patrick Pexton 
represents readers who have concerns or complaints 
on topics including accuracy, fairness, ethics and the 
newsgathering process. Pexton can be reached at 202-
334-7582 or at ombudsman@washpost.com.
MEDIA: Coverage for 
obscure candidates
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seller made into a
1971 film, with
“The”
20 Golf club now
made of metal
21 Line on a graph
22 Move crab-style
23 Heredity unit
25 Lake formed by
the Aswan Dam
26 57-Across best-












41 Head of the
manor
42 Windy City airport
43 57-Across best-
seller made into a
1997 film
46 Across the sea












63 It may be
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7 Dench of “Iris”
8 “Jumpin’ Jack









13 Ed of “Lou Grant”
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 Fun Fit Forever free week is Oct. 
22-‐26. Non-‐credit group fitness classes 
will be held held in the hper and field-‐
house.  Zumba, Yoga, Kickboxing, Power 
Sculpt, Water Aerobics, Spinning and 
more. Check out our schedule at fff.usu.
edu or ask the hper/fieldhouse service 
desks.
 Early Voting will be held in the Juniper 
Lounge outside the TSC Auditorium Oct. 
23-‐Nov. 2. If you are registered to vote in 
Cache Valley, use this opportunity to make 
a difference with your vote.
 The 2nd Annual Food Day Celebration 
will be Oct. 24. This is a tasty celebra-‐
tion of healthy, affordable, sustainable 
food. Come learn how to eat real, year 
round, on a budget. Check out booths, 
enjoy cooking demos by top USU chefs, 
local food information tables, food 
samples, and more. Join us that evening 
at the USTAR building on the Innovation 
Campus for Food Day Flavors: A Tasting 
Event. This is an opportunity to sample 
simple and delicious foods created from 
local products. All events are free.
 Weber State University School of 
Nursing, in cooperation with Utah State 
University, invites you to attend their 
Clinical Simulation Laboratory Open 
House. The event will be held in the 
Geology building Room 310 from 2-‐4 p.m. 
on Oct. 24.
 An art reception with live music will 
be held at Caffe Ibis, featuring Robert 
Linton. Come enjoy the music stylings of 
Robert Linton from 5-‐7 p.m. Oct. 26 at 52 
Federal Ave. in Logan.
 The USU Huntsman School of Business 
SEED program is hosting a Stack Attack 
fundraising event. It is a needle-‐in-‐the-‐
hay style game, where you find tokens and 
win prizes such as an Ipad, gift cards, and 
more. The event is Oct. 26 at 1 p.m. on the 
Quad.For more information visit facebook.
com/usu.stackattack
 Come join the USU Zombie Chase 
for Charity 5K on Oct. 27. Humans will 
start at 2 p.m. to try & get to the finish 
before the Zombies, who start at 2:01p.m. 
pull their f lag. The new USU campus 
course starting at 1498 N 800 East.
Proceeds will go to CASI Foundation, a 
qualified 501(c) (3) charity & the Student 
Chosen Scholarship for the EEJ College of 
Education and Human Services.
 Park City Mountain Resort Benefit Days Tickets, 
All Day Swaner EcoCenter
Milk Taste Test, 10 a.m. Nutrition Building
Early Voting, 8-‐5 p.m. Juniper Lounge TSC
Sacred Sand Art: Mandalas in the Buddhist Tradition, 
HUB All Day
Healthy Sexuality Session 6 of 6, TSC 10:30-‐12:30 p.m.
The Social Impact of Research: New Modes of 
Scholarship, New ways of Publishing, Library 4-‐6 p.m.
Aggies for Christ, HUB 8:30-‐9:30 p.m.
 Mindfulness Workshop, TSC 310 5-‐6 p.m.
 Pass of All Passes College Student Special Offer, 
All Day
 Park City Mountain Resort Benefit Days Tickets, 
All Day Swaner EcoCenter
 Early Voting, ALL DAY Juniper Lounge TSC
 Sacred Sand Art: Mandalas in the Buddhist 
Tradition, HUB All Day
 Volleyball vs. UT Arlington, Dee Glenn Smith 
Spectrum 7-‐9 p.m.
 Lasting Relationships Workshop, TSC 310, 
10-‐11:30 a.m.
 Pass of All Passes College Student Special Offer, 
All Day
 Park City Mountain Resort Benefit Days Tickets, 
All Day Swaner EcoCenter
 Free Event Planning Seminar: Meeting and 
Conference Planning A-‐Z, Eccles Conference Center 
9:30-‐5 p.m.
 Alcohol Awareness Week, International Lounge 
10-‐2 p.m.
 Lasting Relationships Workshop Session 2, TSC 
10-‐11:30 a.m.
 2nd Annual Food Day Celebration, HUB 11-‐2 p.m.
 Understanding Your Rights, Library 154 12-‐10 
p.m.
 The Joy of Depression Workshop, TSC 1:30-‐2:30 
p.m.
 Family Spooktacular Science Night, Swaner 
EcoCenter 6-‐8 p.m.
 Call for Science Night Volunteers, Swaner 
EcoCenter 6-‐8 p.m.
 A-‐Network Men’s Alum Night, Haight Alumni 
Center 7-‐9 p.m.
 Choose Your Adventure: A Ski Odyssey, TSC 
Auditorium 7-‐9 p.m.
 A pumpkin launch hosted by ASME will 
be held Saturday Oct. 27 at noon. The pump-‐
kin launch will take place at Elk Ridge Park 
1060 E 2500 North in Logan.
 The USU Symphony Orchestra presents 
“Capriccio Espagnol” with the Cache 
Children’s Choir and Deborah Baker Monday 
on Oct. 26 at the St. Thomas Aquinas Catholic 
Church, located 725 S. 250 E. in Hyde Park at 
7:30 p.m. This annual fall concert is free and 
open to the public. Due to limited seating, 
early arrival is recommended.
 Delta Sigma Phi is bringing back the 
haunted house this Halloween. Come and 
support this philanthropic event. All proceeds 
go to the American Red Cross and SNAC. 
Location: 837 N 800 E, Logan. (Fraternity 
house right in front of the Dee Glen Smith 
Spectrum). $4 or $3 with a can of food.
 Come celebrate Halloween carnival style 
with a live a DJ, carnival games, food, prizes 
and raffles, on Oct. 29 from 6-‐9 p.m. on the 
Quad.  
 Join Lieutenant Governor Greg Bell for a 
question and answer session on Oct. 31 at 
3:30 p.m. in the library, room 154.
Argyle Sweater  Universal 
www.utahstatesman.com
More Calendar and FYI 
listings, Interactive Calendar 
and Comics at 
Tuesday, Oct. 23, 2012Page 14
Today is Tuesday, 
Oct. 23, 2012. 
Today’s issue of The 
Utah Statesman is 
published especially 
for Taylor Forbush 
a sophomore from 
Nibley, Utah major-
ing in buisness.
High: 46° Low: 32°
Skies: Overcast with rain 
showers at times. Occasional 
thunderstorms possible with a 
50 percent chance of rain.
Humidity: 87 percent
Today in History: on Oct. 
23, 42 B.C., Marcus Junius 
Brutus, a leading conspirator 
in the assassination of Julius 
Caesar, commited suicide 


















Tombstone 12 inch Original, 
Half & Half, Garlic Bread or 
Double Top Asst.
Pizza
LEE’s FAMILY of the GAME 
SIGN UP IN-STORE FOR A CHANCE TO BE THE FAMILY OF THE 
GAME AT AN 
UPCOMING AGGIES GAME




6:00 AM - Midnight
Closed Sunday
Like us on facebook for 




2 PM - 5 PM
Kids 12 & under must be in costume
and with an adult.
SEE YOU THERE!
Hershey’s, Nestle or Mars








LIMIT 5 LBS.  
TRAFFIC STOPPER


















Western  Family  48  oz.  Premim
Ice  Cream
TRAFFIC STOPPER Saturday
LIMIT 5 LBS.  
TRAFFIC STOPPER










LIMIT 5 LBS.  
TRAFFIC STOPPER


















Western  Family  48  oz.  Premim
Ice  Cream
TRAFFIC STOPPER Saturday
LIMIT 5 LBS.  
TRAFFIC STOPPER





Flu Shots Available 
In Store Daily
From Our Friendly Pharmacists
For even more deals, scan this with your 
mobile device or visit our website at
leesmarketplace.com
With This Coupon - 3 for $12 Without
Good only at participating 
Associated Food Stores. TAW
When You Buy 4 (FOUR) 
12 pk. 12 oz. Cans, 6 pk. Half Liter Bottles or 
8 pk. 12 oz. Bottles
Coke  Products






With This Coupon - 4 for $14 Without
Good only at participating 
Associated Food Stores. TAW
PLU#9041 
Scan Down
When You Buy 4 (FOUR) 
6 pk. 24 oz. Bottles Pepsi Products 
 or 12 pk. 12 oz. Cans
Pepsi,  7  up  or  A&W  Products











Vendor Coupon - Expires October 30, 2012
BUY (4)




(1) Dole 12 oz. bag 
Classic Iceberg Salad
R E
With This Coupon 
PLU#9888
Scan Down
TAWGood only at participating Associated Food Stores. 
pizza
meal deal





(1) Shasta 2 Liter Soda
(1) Western Family 10.5 oz. 
Garlic Bread Sticks or  
12 oz. Frozen Garlic Texas Toast
(1) Western Family 90 oz.  Lasagna 
With Meat Sauce
Lasagna Meal Deal
Vendor Coupon - Expires October 30, 2012
$999ea.




Chicken Noodle, Beef w/Barley, 
Cheddar Vegetable, Cream of 
Potato, Broccoli Cheese
Soup  Supreme
2281  N  Main  Street  
Logan,  UT  84341    |    
435.752.3252
2281  N  Main  Street  
Logan,  UT  84341    |    
435.752.3252
2281  N  Main  Street  
Logan,  UT  84341    |    
435.752.3252
Mon-­Thurs.  11-­10  pm  
Fri  &  Sat  11-­11  pm
Sund y  12-­8  pm
Mon-­Thurs.  11-­10  pm  
Fri  &  Sat  11-­11  pm
Sunday  12-­8  pm
Mon-­Thurs.  11-­10  pm  
Fri  &  Sat  11-­11  pm
Sunday  12-­8  pm
Things you need
 to know about
I ’s Time to Get 
to Your Fav rite!to Your Favorite!
Still as GREAT as 
you remember ...
WINGER’S WINGER’S
 15% off with USU student ID
    all day, any day!
 Voted BEST WINGS in America by
    USA Today!
 $2 Drafts every day!
 Take Out Available!
 It’s where AGGIES hang out!
 15% off with USU student ID all     
   day, any day!
 Voted BEST WINGS in Ameri a by
    USA Today! 
 Plasma TV for SUPER BOWL!         
 Take Out, too!    $2 Drafts every day!
 It’s where AGGIES hang ou !
 15% off with USU student ID 
    all day, any day!
 Voted BEST WINGS in America by
    USA Today!
 $2 Drafts every day!
 Take Out Available!







100% chance of 
To-Die-For Breadsticks
(if you’re smart!
Pasta Dishes like you’ve 
never had before ... & no 
where else in the valley!
To-Die-For Breadsticks!
(435) 563-9179
54 N. Main St. in Smithfield
54  N.  Main  St.,  Smithfield
435-­563-­9179
54  N.  Main  St.,  Smithfield
435-­563-­9179
54  N.  Main  St.,  Smithfield
435-­563-­9179
with 
USU ID!
TheUSUBack Burner
UtahStatesman
The 
